The Fisher Improved Electro Analyzer facilitates since it is a self-contained unit that operates directly rapid quantitative determinations of metallic elefrom a 110 volt. 60 cycle, A.C. line. This instruments in solutions. It eliminates the need for exment is also an efficient source of power for elecpensive, cumbersome motor generators and rheostats, trolytic polishing, charging storage batteries, electro-_ plating and similar applications. The Fisher Electro Analyzer will make two similar determinations simultaneously. It is equipped so that the potential at the electrodes can be varied to meet the requirements of various determinations.
The potentials at the electrodes cannot however-be varied independently.
The bakelite panel of the Electro Analyzer is engraved and filled with permanent white. The two sides adjacent to the panel also are of bakelite to prevent damage to the case by fumes and spattering.
Inputs to the electrode systems can be varied from zero to 50 watts (a maximum of eight volts and six amperes), thus providing ample range so that the optimum current for each particular separation is available.
Fisher Improved Electro Analyzer, for use with 110 volts, 50-60 This Chart is based on the concept of the "Differentiating Electron." On the assumption that an atom can be built up from the next preceding atom in the series by adding one electron each time the nuclear charge is increased by one unit, then the added electron is called the "differentiating electron." Each atom is thus placed on the chart according to the position of its differentiating electron. Three groups of atoms are shown:
(1) In which the differentiating electron is in the outermost shell; (2) In which the differentiating electron is in the next to the outermost shell; (3) In which the differentiating electron is in the third from the outermost shell. In the course of some test work with the Catalina Patrol Bomber (Navy PBY) it occurred to the writers that oceanographic surveys of a physical, chemical, and biological nature could be made to advantage, using such aircraft, rather than boats, as an observation vehicle. The advantages to such a procedure are: greater speed, operating economy, simultaneity of observation, and possibility of obtaining, data from remote areas.
The question of making observations on sea water for temperature, conductivity, etc. by means of a drag from the airplane at speeds of 90 mph or more can be answered by the suitable design of such drags. The aircraft can safely operate at very low altitudes above the sea in fair weather; hence, relatively short lines with small tear-drop-shaped metal bobs can be dragged in the water without difficulty by these planes at 100-mph. If thermocouples, conductivity cells, etc. were built into these bobs, the whole assembly could be connected to a small winch in the plane and dragged at desired depths. Water samples could be obtained with a similar arrangement.
A few technical characteristics of the aircraft are given below in order to permit assessment of the possibilities of using PBY aircraft for surveys. The maximum range is about 2,500 miles; maximum endurance (time in the air), 24 
